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Flexible IT System with Microsoft Dynamics NAV
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A renowned client of manufacturing industry who offers a wide range of products under different 

brand names. Their offerings include metal roof flashings, roof windows, steel lintels, electric 

operations kits and accessories, masonry support, blinds, etc. As a leading company in their domain, 

client had ambitious plans for expanding their range of products, and they needed an effective IT 

system for business management that could help them in this expansion.

Flexible IT System with Microsoft Dynamics NAV
for Growing Manufacturing Business Needs

Customer Overview

Project Features

Real-time management information is made available in an easier and better way.

Data interrogation and analysis processes were streamlined.

Users across the organization, belonging to different units, will be able to calculate 
important and relevant Key Performance Indicators using the application.

Detailed information pertaining to business performance is accessible.

The system has a user-friendly interface to encourage smooth transition for employees.

The key features of the project are as follows:
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Problem Statement

The client’s business was undergoing major expansions in their range of products and services 

offered. Their old IT system was proving to be tedious in light of these expansions. Information 

flow and availability in the old system was largely dependent on manual processes, which 

made processes like data querying and analysis very time-consuming. Client required a system 

using which real-time management related information is available quickly and accurately, so 

that all the dependent business processes on this information are also streamlined. 

CIS Solution 

On assessing the needs of the client, we concluded that these will be best met with Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV, since the software offered the robustness and reliability that client wanted for 

their business. Collaborating with the client, CIS tailored a customized solution which improved 

visibility into the management and performance related business information, ensured highly 

efficient information availability, interrogation and analysis, and facilitated smarter 

decision-making.

Positive Outcome
The client appreciated the extensive expertise and experience that CIS team had in 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV customization and implementations. The final product was 

greatly received by the client. The product helped them in achieving more time- and 

cost-effective decision-making. Client now has the means to expand their business 

while keeping close tabs on their performance milestones.



Technologies Used
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